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BMO RATIONAL APPROXIMATION
AND ONE-DIMENSIONAL HAUSDORFF CONTENT

JOAN VERDERA

ABSTRACT. Let X C C be compact and let / £ VMO(C). We give necessary

and sufficient conditions on / and X for /jx to be the limit of a sequence

of rational functions without poles on X in the norm of BMO(X), the space

of functions of bounded mean oscillation on X. We also characterize those

compact X C C with the property that the restriction to X of each func-

tion in VMO(C), which is holomorphic on X, is the limit of a sequence of

rational functions with poles off X. Our conditions involve the notion of one-

dimensional Hausdorff content. As Em application, a result related to the inner

boundary conjecture is proven.

0. Introduction and statement of results. Let X be a compact subset

of the complex plane C, and let diX denote its inner boundary, that is, the set of

points in dX which are not in the closure of a single connected component of C \X.

The starting point of this paper is the following theorem.

THEOREM 0. Let X C C be compact and assume that d{X has finite one-

dimensional Hausdorff measure. Let f be a continuous function on the Riemann

sphere which is holomorphic on X. Then we can find a sequence of functions fn in

BMO(C), each holomorphic in a neighborhood of X, such that fn—*f in BMO(C).

To explain the motivation for the above result let us begin by recalling that

the problem of (qualitative) uniform rational approximation is controlled by a set

function a called continuous analytic capacity (see [3] for its definition and basic

properties). It turns out that no metric description of a is known, so that geometric

sufficient conditions for rational approximation have been lacking and a number of

natural conjectures are still open. To get precise statements for two of them let us

recall the definition of the two classical algebras R(X) and A(X) associated to the

compact X. The latter is the set of continuous functions on X which are holomor-
o

phic on X, and the former is the uniform closure in C(X) of the rational functions

with poles off X. Vitushkin discovered that, in the problem of deciding whether

R(X) = A(X), a decisive role is played by the structure of diX. Accordingly he

formulated [19] the so-called

INNER BOUNDARY CONJECTURE. If a(diX) = 0, then R(X) = A(X).

It is by now clear that the inner boundary conjecture is closely linked to the

difficult problem of the semiadditivity of a (see [2]). To get rid of the complications
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inherent to the semiadditivity problem, Melnikov and Vitushkin have considered

the following weaker form of the inner boundary conjecture [12].

THE FINITE LENGTH CONJECTURE. If d¿X has finite one-dimensional Hausdorff

measure, then R(X) = A(X).

Thus, clearly, Theorem 0 is a weak form of the finite length conjecture. The

reader will realize later that the space BMO comes naturally into the scene through

its relation with one-dimensional Hausdorff content (and, consequently, with one-

dimensional Hausdorff measure).

It might be interesting to remark at this point that the finite length conjecture

is known to be true when d^X is a C1+£ Jordan arc [19] but, to the best of our

knowledge, it is still unsolved even when diX is a Cx Jordan arc, or when diX is

the 1/4 planar Cantor set [6, 7], the simplest example of (Besicovitch) irregular

set.

Motivated by Theorem 0 and by a recent result of Wolff giving a natural defini-

tion of the space BMO on a compact subset of C, we proceed to study the general

problem of BMO rational approximation. Before stating our main results it is

convenient to introduce some notation and terminology which will be used later.

Let m be Lebesgue measure on C. Let us fix / £ L\oc(C). The mean oscillation

of / on a disc A is

n(/,A) = TiT/ \f(z)-fA\dm(z),

where |A| = m(A) is the area of A and /a = (1/|A|)/A f(z)dm(z) is the mean

value of / on A. We write / G BMO(C) and we say that / is of bounded mean

oscillation if

U/H. = supfi(/,A)< oo,
A

the supremum being taken over all discs A. The functional || |¡» is a (complete)

seminorm on BMO(C) vanishing only on constant functions. For / in BMO(C)

and 6 > 0, set

Of (6) = sup{fi(/, A) : radius A < 6}.

The space VMO(C) is the set of those functions / G BMO(C) which have vanishing

mean oscillation, that is, which satisfy fi/(<5) —► 0 as 6 —» 0+.

Let us fix now a compact X C C. Define

(1) BMO(X) = {/|X:/GBMO(C)}

and, for / G BMO(X), write

(2) ||/||x = mf{||*1|. : F = / almost everywhere on X}

and

1/ f(z)dm(z)
\Jx

so that || ||bmo(x) is a Banach space norm on BMO(X). See §1 below for a

discussion of Wolff's intrinsic description of BMO(X) and of || ||x-

Let 72, (X) denote the closure in BMO(X) of the algebra of rational functions

with poles off X, and let VMOapO denote the space of restrictions to X of those

functions in VMO(C) which are holomorphic on X.

|bmo(x) +
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Write MX(E) (respectively M}(E)) for the one-dimensional (respectively lower

one-dimensional) Hausdorff content of the set E C C (see §1 for definitions). Fi-

nally, A(z, S) is the open disc with center z and radius S, and V means gradient.

We can now state our main results.

THEOREM 1.   Let X C C be compact and let f G VMO(C). Then the following
are equivalent.

(i) f\X e R*(X).
(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

1/%(OfU)dm(0
at.

<C6\\V<t>\\oonf(6)Mx(A(z,6)\X)

for all z, all 8 > 0 and all continuously differentiable functions cj> supported on

AM)-
(hi) There exist r > 1, ¿0 > 0 and a function a(S), with a(6) —> 0 as S —► 0+,

such that

d<t>,1/J0f(0dm(0
at

<6\\V<j>\\00a(6)Mx(A(z,r6)\X)

for all z, all 6 < 6q and all continuously differentiable functions <f> supported on

AM).

THEOREM 2.  Let X C C be compact. Then the following are equivalent.

(i) VMO„(X) C R.(X).
(ii) There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that

Mx(A(z,ë)\X) < CMx(A(z,6)\X)

for all z and all 6 > 0.
(hi) There exist r > 1, ¿n > 0 and C > 0 such that

Ml(A(z,6)\X)<CMx(A(z,r6)\X)

for all z and all 6 < ¿o-

COROLLARY. Let X be a compact nowhere dense subset of C. Then C(X) c

72, (X) if and only if there exist r > 1, 6r¡ > 0 and C > 0 such that

Mx(A(z,r6)\X)>C6

for all z and all 6 < ¿o-

To prove the corollary from Theorem 2 simply recall that 26 > Mx(A(z, 6)) > 6

for all z, and that C(X) is dense in VMOa(X) (in the norm of BMO(X)) whenever

X has no interior.

Notice that our results are formally similar to Vitushkin's theorems on uniform

rational approximation [3, Chapter VIII] and to O'Farrell's theorems on Lipa ra-

tional approximation [13, 14]. In fact, since BMO can be viewed as the natural

limit of the Lip a spaces as a —* 0+, Theorems 1 and 2 can also be interpreted as

limiting statements of O'Farrell's results.

In the proofs, we shall depend heavily on Vitushkin's constructive scheme for

approximation and on two notions of capacity, related to BMO and VMO respec-

tively, which play a role analogous to that of analytic capacity 7 and of continuous
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analytic capacity a in uniform rational approximation theory. The main difference,

as in the Lip a case, is that our capacities have a metrical nature and, consequently,

are semiadditive. However, we use the metrical description of capacities only at the

end of the proof, to restate our results in terms of Hausdorff contents.

One of the technical problems we must face comes from the fact that we cannot

use the classical method to match the second coefficient (in Taylor's expansion at oo)

of certain localized functions, because BMO is not an algebra. Following a recent

idea of Lindberg [10] we construct functions with prescribed second coefficients at

00 using Beurling transforms, and then we control their BMO norms appealing

to the general fact that Calderón-Zygmund operators of homogeneous type map

L°° into BMO continuously. Finally, it should be mentioned that we do not know

if the inclusion 72, (X) c VMOa(X) is always true. This would follow from an

appropriate VMO version of Wolff's extension theorem.

The paper is organized as follows. In §1, we state and discuss the basic definitions

and results we will need in the sequel. In §2, we introduce the capacities relevant

to our problem, and we show that they are related to one-dimensional Hausdorff

contents. In §3 we prove the necessary conditions for approximation in Theorems

1 and 2, and in §4 the sufficient ones. A notion of BMO analytically negligible set

is introduced in §5 and, as an application, an improved version of Theorem 0 is

proven. In §6 we approximate Lip a functions by rational functions in BMO norms

and, finally, in §7 we present some examples.

1. Basic definitions and results.

A. If A is a disc and / G BMO(C), then we set

H/II..A = sup{fi(/,73): B disc C A}.

We frequently use the following elementary lemma.

1.1. LEMMA. Let A and A* be discs of radii 6 and 6" respectively. If A* C A,

then

(ï)U(f,A*)<2(6/6*)2n(f,A),
(ii) I/a* — /a| < Cl°g(^/^*)II/II»,A for some absolute constant C.

For (i) see [18, Lemma 2, p. 596] and for (ii) see [5, 1.1, p. 223].

B. The space BMO(X). For a (Lebesgue) measurable subset X of C define

BMO(X) and ||/||x as in (1) and (2). We have the following intrinsic description

ofBMO(X).

THEOREM ( WOLFF [20]).   Let f be a complex measurable function on X. Then

the following are equivalent,

(i) feBMO(X).
(ii) There exist A > 0 and C > 0 such that for each disc A

-L/      exp(X\f(z)-fAnx\)dm(z)<C,

where

/aox = iAMy| /       f(z)dm(z).
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(hi)  There exist A > 0 and C > 0 such that for each disc A one can find a

constant c\ so that

-L/       exp(X\f(z)-cA\)dm(z)<C.
1^1 JadX

Given / in BMO(X), define Ai(/, X) as the set of those positive A satisfying

J, f      exp(A|/(z) - fAnx\)dm(z) < 2,
al 7Anx

and define A2(/, X) as the set of those positive A with the property that for each

disc A there is a constant ca with

|A|/A
exp(A|/(2)-cA|)<¿m(z) < 2.

'Anx

Set

Xj(f,X) = infíA"1: A G A,(/,X)},       j = 1,2.

The proof of the above theorem shows that

C~l\j(f,X) < ll/IU < CXá(f,X),       j = 1,2,
for some absolute constant C > 1.

C. Hausdorff content. A measure function is an increasing function h(t), t>0,

such that limt_o h(t) —0. If h is a measure function and EcCwe write

Mh(E) = MY,h(6j)

3

where the infimum is taken over all countable coverings of E by squares Qj with

sides of length 6j, parallel to the coordinate axis. When h(t) = V3, 0 < ß,

Mh(E) — MP(E) is called the /3-dimensional Hausdorff content of E. The lower

one-dimensional Hausdorff content of E is defined by

M,1(7í) = supM'l(í;),

the supremum being taken over all measure functions h which satisfy h(t) < t and

h(t)rx ->0asi->0+.

D. Let / be a compactly supported function in L°°(C).   Then the Beurling

transform of / is the function

(Bf)(z) = lim f       f±-^dm(t:).

It is well known that the limit in the right-hand side exists for (m) almost all z

[16, 5.4, p. 317], and that ||B/||, < C||/||oo for some absolute constant C [16, 4.4,
p. 308]. We observe also that for \z\ large we have the expansion

(Bf)(z)=^Jf(0dm(0^ z-2

E. We denote by Cq(D) the set of all continuously differentiable functions on C

which have compact support contained in D. For <j> G C¿(C) we set

a.    d4>    i (dtp ̂  .d<¡>
d*=dz: = 2{dï+%

If A = A (z, 6) and r > 0 we let rA stand for A (z, r8).

The letter C will denote a positive constant, independent of the relevant variables

under consideration, which may be different at each occurrence.
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2. Capacities. Let Tí C C be compact. Let B(K) (respectively V(K)) be the

set of functions / in BMO(C) (respectively in VMO(C)) such that ||/||, < 1 and

/ is holomorphic in C \ K. Since for / G BMO(C) one has [16, 3.9, p. 222]

/ JZWI   dm(z) < oo,
Jc l + \z\

each / in 73(7lf) is also holomorphic at oo. Thus we can define

1.(K) = axip{\f'(oo)\:feB(K)}

and

a.(K) = mj>{\f'(o0)\:feV(K)}.

If E is an arbitrary subset of C, we set

7,(75) = sup{7,(7i) : K compact  C E},

a»(E) = sup{a,(7i): K compact  C E}.

PROPOSITION. There exists an absolute constant C > 0 such that C~XMX(E) <

lt(E)<CMx(E) and

(3) C~XMX(E) < a.(E) < CMX(E)

whenever E is o-compact.

PROOF. We prove only (3). Suppose first that E is compact. Consider a measure

function h(t), with h(t) < t and h(t)t~x —» 0 as í —► 0+. By the Frostman Lemma

[4, 1.5, p. 62] there exists a positive measure p on E such that 25p(E) > Mh(E)

and p(A(z, r)) < h(r), r > 0, z G C. Let p be the Cauchy transform of p; that is,

„,.   i f dp(t:)

It is proved in [9] that

(4) ||i>||, < Csupi7(A(2;,r))r-1
z,r

for some absolute constant C and for all compactly supported measures v. Hence

IIAII* < C. Moreover p is a VMO(C) function [9, Remark (hi), p. 370]. Since p is

holomorphic outside E,

Mh(E) < 2bp(E) = 25(p)'(oo) < Ca*(E),

and so, taking supremum over h,

MX(E) < Cat(E).

To prove the reverse inequality, fix / G V(K). Consider a finite family (Qf)

of (closed) dyadic squares which cover E. Let r¡ be the side length of Qj and

Qj = |Qj (the square of side |r, with the same center as Qj). Then the topological

boundary 3D of D — (J Q* is a polygonal curve surrounding K. By a lemma of

Harvey and Polking [8, 3.1, p. 43] there are functions <j>j G Cfi°(Q*) with 2</>j' = 1
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on a neighborhood of \J Qj and \\V<p3

Theorem leads to

|/'(oo)| =

oo < CrJ1.   If <t> = 1 - Y.j<Pi, Stokes'

[   f(z)dz\ = \f   f(z)j>(z)dz
JdD I        \JdD

i f(z)d<f>(z)dzA dz\
Jd

[   f(z)d(p(z)dm(z)
Jq'

7

/  (/(^)-/Qj)d0(«)dm(«)

< C^Mf(fry).
j

Taking the infimum over all coverings by dyadic squares we obtain [4, 1.4, p. 61]

|/'(oo)| < CMh(E) where /i(i) = tMf(\t). Thus a,(£) < CMl(E). Therefore (3)
holds for E compact. In [1] it is proved that if a set E is the union of a countable

family of subsets (En) and En C En+f for each n, then

Mh(E) <C lim Mh(En)
n

for each measure function h and some absolute constant C. Then (3) follows readily

for cr-compact E from the compact case.

3. Necessary conditions. Our first task is to obtain a BMO estimate for the

Vitushkin localization operator. We need the following lemma.

3.1. LEMMA. Let f be a compactly supported function in BMO(C), and as-

sume spt/ C A for some open disc A. Then ||/||, < C||/||,,3A for some absolute

constant C.

PROOF. Let B be a disc. If Tin A = 0 then fi(/, 73) = 0. So suppose 73n A ^ 0
and consider two cases.

Case 1. |73| < |A|. Then 73 c 3A, and thus fi(/,73) < ||/||,,3a.
Case 2. |73| > |A|. Let Ai be the disc with the same center as A such that |Ai| =

|73|. Write A* = 3Ai. Thus 73 c A*. Since 73 and A* have comparable radii, it

follows from Lemma l.l(i) that fi(/,73) < Cü(f, A"). We estimate fi(/, A*) by

¿i/     I/-/2a|=|¿t/     |/-/2a|+|^/ I/-/2AI
Ia   I 7a* IA   I 72A Ia   I ̂ A*\2A|A*

= 1 + 11

The term I is at most

2n(/,2A)<2||/||.,3A,

and II is estimated as follows:

I/2A1II A*\2A|<|/2A|

3 |2A| y2

4

2A\A
|/-/2A|<^n(/,2A)<2||/||,,3A.
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Recall that to each <j> G Qj(C) one associates the Vitushkin operator T</, : 7y,1oc(C)

- LÍoc(C), defined by

[T*f)(z) = lj mcZfg{z)Mt) dm(0

= 4>(2)f(z) + ljM-dmdm(0.

For the basic properties of T<¡, see [3, p. 210 and 2, p. 411].

3.2.  PROPOSITION.   Let A be a disc of radius 6, qb £ C¿(A) and f G BMO(C).
Then

||T0/||,<C¿||V0|U|/||,,3a

for some absolute constant C.

PROOF. Without loss of generality let us suppose that /3A / = 0. Notice that

T^f = tpf--(ß4if.

By Kaufman's estimate (4)

HWni.^Csupr-1 /        \ß<p\.
z,r 7A(2,r)

We now estimate jA,zr\ \fd(p\ by

HV^Iloo/ l/l < ||Vç7>||0O|A(^,r)nA|1/2 ( /
7A(z,r)nA \7A(2,r)nA

1/2

<

\  1/2

|2 1

CrllV^Hoo (^aI/|-

= Cr||V0||oo^|/-/3A|2)

<Cr«||V^||oo||/||.,3A

where the last inequality follows from the John-Nirenberg Theorem [16, 3.12, p.

227].
Now let us estimate the BMO-norm of <pf. By 3.1, ||<£/||, < C||0/||.,3a- If B is

a disc of radius r and B C 3A, then

<t4t/ hi/-/bI + t4í ¡VbWï-m
\B\ Jb \b\ j

<*||V^||oo||/|U>sA+r|/B|||V0||oo.

From 1.1 (ii) we obtain

r\fB\ = r\fB - /3a| < Crlog(6/r)||/||.,3A < Cé||/||,,3A,

and thus

\\<t>f\U < C«||V0|UI/lksA.
We still need another lemma.
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3.3. LEMMA. Let f G VMO(C), let X C C be compact and e > 0. Then
there is an open set U (depending on f,X and e) containing X such that \\f\\u <

C||/||x + £, C being an absolute positive constant.

Proof. Write
Ud = {z: d(z,X) <d},        d>0.

Since a function in VMO(C) is the limit, in BMO(C), of a sequence of (uniformly)

continuous functions in BMO(C) [17, Theorem 1, p. 392], we can suppose that /

is bounded on Uf.

Consider a positive A in A,(/,X) with A-1 < Ai(/,X) +e. Since / G VMO(C),

there exists n > 0 such that

^exp(A|/-/A|)<2
|A|

whenever A is a disc of radius at most r¡.   Fix now a disc A of radius 6, and

distinguish two cases.

Case 1. 6 < r). Set c¿, = /a- For d > 0 we then have

-L f       exp(A|/ - ca|) < 7^7 / exp(A|/ - /A|) < 2.
|A| JAnud |A| 7a

Case 2. 8 > r?. Set cA — /aox- For 0 < d < 1 we obtain

hLUdexpßlf-CAl)

-w\Lxexp(^f-cAl)+w\LxexÁ-2lf-cAl)
iud\x

= 1 + 11.

We easily get

n<^^exp(A||/|U-(lil))

which is at most 2 - y/2 if d is small enough. We estimate I by

|Anx| i
f      exp(A]/-cA|))       <^/2.

JAnX J|A|-    |A|
Therefore, for each disc A there exists a constant c& such that

hL"(ïi'-,'i)s'
if d is sufficiently small. Hence

X2(f,Ud)<2/X<2(Xf(f,X) + e)

and so

\\f\\ud < CX2(f,Ud) < CXf(f,X) + Cs< C\\f\\x + Ce.

This completes the proof.

PROOF OF (i) =>■ (ii) IN THEOREM 1.  We are going to prove that, for some

absolute constant C,

(5) \jd<KZmt)dmtt) <C¿||V0||oon/(fih.(A\X)
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for all discs A of radius 8 and for all <f> G C¿(A). This implies (ii) in view of the

proposition in §2.

To show (5), take a sequence (/„) of functions in Cq°(C) such that each /„ is

holomorphic in a neighborhood of X and fn\X —* f\x in BMO(X). By Lemma 3.3

there exists an open set Un D X with

||/„-/lk<C||/n-/||x + l/n.

The definition of the norm in BMO([/„) guarantees that there exist functions Dn

in BMO(C) satisfying Dn\Un = /„ - / and

\\Dn\U<C\\fn-f\\x + 2/n.

If we set hn = Dn + f, then hn G BMO(C), fen = /„ and hn -> f in BMO(C).
Since hn is holomorphic in a neighborhood of X, T^hn is holomorphic outside a

compact subset of A \ X. Thus

/
30tf)MO<MO= \(T4hn)'(po)\<\\T<,hn\\.'l.{&\X)

<C6\\V<l>\U\hn\L,3Al.(A\X)

by Lemma 3.2. Letting n —> oo,

/
¿W)/(0<MO<CÄ||V^|[oo||/||.,3A7.(A\X)

<C7¿||V0||oon/(3¿)7,(A\X).

Finally, observe that fly(36) < CQf(8) by a result of Spanne [18, Lemma 2, p.

596].
The implication (i)=^(ii) in Theorem 2 follows from a similar argument.

4. Sufficient conditions.

4.1. LEMMA (DECAY ESTIMATE). Let A = A(a,6) be an open disc, and

suppose that f G Lxoc(C) is holomorphic outside a compact subset of A and /(oo) =

0.  Then, for \z - a\ > 28,

C being an absolute constant.

PROOF. Let A* = § A and consider <f> G C¿(A*), HV^H«, < C/8, <f> = 1 on A.
If \z - a\ > 28, then, from Stokes' Theorem and the Cauchy-Pompeiu formula

MOM
we get

dm(i) = <p(z) = 0,

M-ùLn«-^-«^.«
-hljmÍTid

if
Ti" 7a-

.} no

MO(f(O-U-)dm(t).
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Thus

= cäT?Ä)mA')scwhr)WA)-
If / is holomorphic on a neighborhood of oo, /(oo) = 0, and a G C, then /

admits a Taylor expansion

,,  x 0.1 0,2
f(z) =-+ 7-\2 + " "

z - a     (z - a)2

for |z| sufficiently large. Define ß(f,a) = o2.

4.2.  LEMMA (SECOND COEFFICIENT ESTIMATE).   Let f E BMO(C) be holo-

morphic outside a compact subset K of an open disc A = A(a, 8).  Then

\ß(f,a)\<C8\\f\\tl,(K)

for some absolute constant C.

PROOF. Let <f> G C¿(2A), HV^Hoo < C/8, <j> = 1 on a neighborhood of K. Then
f = T<t>f + f(oo). If we set

F(0 = {í-o)f(0,       UC,

then

ß(f,a) = I |^(0(e - °)/(0 <M0 = (W(oo)-

Hence, by 3.2 and the definition of 7»,

\ß(f,a)\<C\\F\\.i6Al.(K).

To complete the proof simply observe that, by the argument used in the proof of

3.2

\\F\U,6A<C8\\f\U.
PROOF OF (in) => (i) IN THEOREM  1.  By hypothesis and the proposition in

§2, there exist r > 1 and a function a(8), with a(8) —> 0 as 8 —> 0+, such that

(6) ||¿><A(0/(0<M0̂ ¿HV^IooaíAb.írAXX)

for each disc A of radius 8 and each </> G C¿(A). Fix 8 > 0, and let (Aj), (<j>j)

be a scheme for the approximation [3, p. 211] corresponding to 8. That is, (Aj)

is a countable family of open discs of radius 8 which cover C and such that each

z G C belongs to at most 21 discs, and (</>j) is a family of functions satisfying

h G Cr)(Aj), 0<4>j < 1, HV^Hoo < C8-x and £,. ^- = 1. Write /,- = T^f.
Let Jo = {k: Ah C\ X ^ 0} and let J be the set of those indexes j such that

there is k G Jo with Ak n A¿ ^ 0. Let J^ indicate summation over the indexes j

belonging to J. Then £' </>, = 1 on (JfcG Jo Ak D X. If F = £' fj and h = f - F
then f = h + F and /i is holomorphic on a neighborhood of X. By (6),

|/;-(oo)| = |^ |^(0/(0¿m(0 <Ca(8)i.(rAj\X).
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Let gj be a function in BMO(C) such that \\gj\\* < Ca(8), gj is holomorphic outside

a compact subset of rAj \ X, gj(oo) = 0 and <?T(oo) = /j(oo). We are going to see

that

(7) F-^2'gj\\   <Cb(8)

where b(8) = Qf(38) + a(8). This will complete the proof, because £]'' 9j ls holo-

morphic in a neighborhood of X and b(8) —> 0 as 8 —* 0+.

Since

ll/i-Wl|.<ll/il|. + llft-||.,        \\gj\U < Ca(8)
and

||/ill* = 11^/11, < CÄ||V^||00||/||.,3AJ- < cnf(38)

inequality (7) follows from the next lemma.

4.3. LEMMA (DOUBLE ZERO LEMMA). Let (Aj) be a finite sequence of open

discs of radius 8 > 0, such that each z G C belongs to at most p discs Aj, p being a

fixed positive integer. Suppose that hj G BMO(C) is holomorphic outside a compact

subset of Aj and that hj has a double zero at oo. Then, for some positive constant

C depending only on p,

£*3
< Cmax \\hj\

PROOF. We claim that, without loss of generality, it is possible to assume that

each hj has a triple zero at oo.

To prove the claim set ßj = ß(hj,Zj), where Zj is the center of Aj. By Lemma

4.2

\ßj\<C6^(Aj)\\hj\U<C62\\hj\U.
Let \j be the characteristic function of 2_1 Aj and write

i>j=ßjXj/\2-1Aj\    and   bj = B(ipj).

Thus

\b3h<CUjU<C\\h

and

5> B 5> <C E^
< Cmax11ipj|loo < Cmax.\\hj

Since

5> < 2>,-M Cmax||/i 7ll*i \hj -6y||. < C\\h7 ll*i

and hj - bj has a triple zero at oo, the claim is proven.

Suppose now that each hj has a triple zero at oo. Fix a disc 73 = A(6, r). Write

An = {z: n8 < \z - b\ < (n + 1)8},        n = 0,1,2,....
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Divide the indexes / into classes (zj is the center of Aj) Jn = {/ : Zj G An}. Then

(8) #Jn < Cn,

C being a constant which depends on p only. Choose a positive integer N such that

(N -1)8 <r < N8, and write

niÇ^BJ  <£!%,£)

27V

= EE%-fi)+ E En(^ß)
n=0j'eJn n>2N j€Jn

= Ijv + H/v-

Let us estimate II/v- By (8)

Hn < C 2. nmax. ¡|/1j||l<x>(b)-
n>27V     3€Jn

Fix n> 2N and j G J„. Then |z - Zj| > 28 whenever z G 73. If |2 - z, | = 2<5, then,
by Lemma 4.1,

|((* - z3)l8fh3(z)\ < C\hj(z)\ < Cn(hj,2Aj).

Since hj has a triple zero at oo, it follows from the maximum modulus principle

that

\hj(z)\ < C(8/\z - Zj\fü(hj,2Aj),       \z - zj\ > 26,

and thus

IIMl°°(73) < C(n - N)-3\\hj\\t.

Therefore

n
II/v <C E (n - N)3

max||/i,-||, < Cmax||/i,-||«.
3 3

Let us turn to 7/v- For JV = 1 we obtain, according to (8),

h ^Cmaxliyi,.
3

Suppose N > 2 and fix / G J„, 0 < n < 2tV. Hence 3tVAj D 73. Since 3NAj and
73 have comparable radii,

n(hJ,B)<CU(hj,3NAj)

by 1.1. It is now sufficient to show that

(9) Q(hj, 3NAj) < CN~2ü(hj, 2Aj)

because then

2JV

In <CN~2 I ¿nJmaxllfejH. <Cmax||Äj
Ui=0    /      3
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To simplify notation fix / and set h = hj, A = Aj and A* = 3NAj. Then

n(h,A*) = T±ri [      \h-hA.\ + T^ f \h-hA.\
1^   I 7a*\2A 1^   I J2A

= 1 + 11.

We estimate I by

(10) t¿t/       \h\ + \hA.\.
Ia   I 7(2A)<=

Since h is holomorphic outside A and h(oo) — 0, the mean value of h over the circle

with the same center as A and radius p > 8 is zero. From this we get, on the one

hand, /A, h = J2A h, which gives

(11) hA. = (4/9N2)h2A,

and on the other hand

3|/i2a| = \hA - h2A\ < 4fi(h, 2A).

Therefore

|J»a*| <CN~2Ü(h,2A).

We now estimate the first term in (10).  Let a be the center of A.  As before,

using that h has a triple zero at oo, we obtain

\h(z)\ < C(8/\z - a\)3Q(h, 2A),        \z-a\> 28.

Thus

TT-T /        |ft| < CN-2ü(h, 2A)6 [°° p~2 dp = CN~2n(h, 2A).
|A   I 7(2A)C J2S

Finally, we estimate II by CN~2(Q(h, 2A) + \h2A ~ hA- \). Therefore (9) is proven.

PROOF OF (hi) => (i) IN THEOREM 2.  Let / G VMO(C) and suppose that

/ is holomorphic on X. Let us check that condition (hi) in Theorem 1 is satisfied

with a(8) — Qf(36). If A is a disc of radius 8 and <p G Co(A), then, since T$f is

holomorphic outside A and on X,

1/30(0/(0 <M0 = *|(T*/)'(oo)|

<7r||T0/||,a,(A\X)

<Ct5||V<M|oo||/||.,3AM,1(A\Â')

< C8\\Vd>\\oonf(38)M1(rA\X).

5. BMO analytically negligible sets.

DEFINITION. We call a subset E of C a BMO analytically negligible set if and
only if each function / G VMO(C) which is holomorphic on an open subset U of

C can be approximated in BMO(C) by functions which are holomorphic on U and

on a neighborhood of E.
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5.1. THEOREM. Let E be a bounded G¿ subset ofC. Then E is BMO analyt-

ically negligible if and only if Ml(E) = 0.

PROOF. Necessity. If E is a BMO analytically negligible set then ot*(E) = 0.

Suppose MX(E) > 0. Then, by [1, Theorem 2, p. 11], MX(K) > 0 for some compact

subset K of E. But this is a contradiction because M,1 and a, are comparable on

compact sets. Thus M,1 (E) = 0.

Sufficiency. Let f/cCbe open and let A be an open disc. Then

Ml (A\U)< Ml ((A\U)\E) + Ml (E) = M,1 ( A \ (U U E)).

Since A \ (U U E) is rr-compact, because E is Gs, we have by the proposition in §2

(12) a, ( A \ U) < Cot, (A\(UUE))< Clm (A\(UUE)).

Assume / G VMO(C) to be holomorphic on U. If we apply to / the approximation

scheme of §4, we will get approximating functions with singularities in compact

subsets of (i/ U E)c, because of (12). This completes the proof.

We remark that, owing to well-known measure theoretic results, for Borel subsets

E of the plane M,1 (E) = 0 is equivalent to E being of tr-finite length. Thus the

following result contains Theorem 0. In Example 3 in §7 it is shown that the rj-finite

length hypothesis on the inner boundary is sharp.

5.2. COROLLARY. Let X C C be compact and assume Ml(d{X) = 0. Then
VMO„(X) C 72, (X). In particular, A(X) C 72, (X).

PROOF. Recall that for each z G deX = dX \ d{X, i(A(z,8) \ X) > C8
for 8 small enough and for some absolute constant C. Since, for another absolute

constant C, i(E) < CMl(E) for all fj-compact E, we deduce that for each z G deX

there exists 6Z > 0 such that

Mx(A(z,6)\X)>C6,       0<8<8Z.

Now, arguing as in §§4 and 5 in Chapter II of [19] we can prove that each / G

VMOa(X) can be approximated in BMO(X) be a sequence of functions (/„) in

VMO(C) such that each fn is holomorphic on X and on a neighborhood (depend-

ing on n) of deX. Since d¿X is a Gs-set, we can apply 5.1 to each /„ to get

approximating functions which are holomorphic on a neighborhood of X.

6. BMO approximation of Lipschitz functions. Let E be a subset of C.

For a function f:E—>C and for 0 < a < 1 set

11/lkE-SUp       |x_y|a       '

where the supremum is taken over all pairs x,y G E, x ^ y. Write Lip(a, E) for

the space of those functions / such that ||/||a,E < °°.

THEOREM. Let X C C be compact and suppose 0 < a < 1. Then the following

are equivalent.
o

(i) Each function f G Lip(a,X) which is holomorphic on X is the limit in

BMO(X) of a sequence of rational functions with poles off X.

(ii) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

(M1+a(A \ X))^1+a < CMX(A \ X)

for each open disc A.
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(hi) There exists a constant C > 0 such that

limsupM'(A(^)\X)>c
<5->0 à

for Mx+a almost all z G dX.

See [11 and 14] for previous results of this type. Before going on the proof let

us recall the notion of a-capacity. Given a compact K C C one defines

7a(7Y)=sup{|/'(oo)|:/GAa(7Y)}

where Aa(K) is the set of those functions in Lip(a, C) which are holomorphic on

7fc and satisfy ||/||0,c < 1- If E is an arbitrary subset of C one writes

1a(F) = sup{7a(7ï): K compact C E}.

A theorem of Melnikov [11] states that there is a constant C = C(a) > 0 such that

(13) C~xMx+a(E) < la(E) < CM1+a(E)

for each Borel subset E of C.

PROOF OF THEOREM 4.   (i)=>(ii).   Given an open disc A and e > 0 choose
o

/ G Lip(o, C) such that / is holomorphic outside a compact subset of A \ X,

ll/ILc < 1, /(oo) = 0 and |/'(oo)| > -yQ(A \ X) - e. By hypothesis, there is
a sequence (/„) of functions in Cq°(C), such that each /„ is holomorphic in a

neighborhood of X and /„|x —» f\x in BMO(X). The modification argument used

in the proof of (i)=>(ii) in Theorem 1 provides a sequence (hn) of functions, such

that each hn is holomorphic outside a compact subset of A \ X and hn —► / in

BMO(C). From \h'n(oo)\ < \\hn\\,^(A \ X) we deduce, letting n -* oo,

(14) la(A \ X) - e < |/'(oo)| < ||/||,7*(A \ X) < 2||/||oo7.(A \ X).

By the estimate of the uniform norm in terms of the Lip o norm [14, 7.6, p. 110]

we have

||/||oo<i?'ya(A\X)-/1+-

which, inserted in (14), gives

la(A\X) - e < Cla(A\X)a/x+alt(A\X).

To obtain (ii) simply let e —> 0 in the last inequality and recall that ~fa and M1+a

are equivalent on Borel sets.

(ii)=>(iii). From (ii) we deduce, for each z G dX,

\imsupMx(A(z,8)\X)8-x > Climsup(Mx+a(A(z,6)\X)8-{x+a))x/x+a

/ xl/l+a

>CÍlimsupM1+a(A(z,¿)naX)f5-(1+o))

By a well-known metric density lemma [4, 4.4, p. 121] there exists an absolute

constant A > 0 such that

limsupM1+Q(A(z,¿)ndX)<T(1+a) > A

for Mx+a almost all z G 3X. This shows (hi).
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(iii)=>(i). We will follow closely Melnikov [11]. Let / G Lip(a, X) be holomorphic

on X. Consider an extension of / to a function in Lip(a, C) and denote it again

by /. If A is an open disc of radius 8 and 4> G C¿(A), then

1/30(0/(0 <M0 = |(ï*/)'(oo)|

< ||T,/||a7a(A \ X) < Cô|| V0|UI/Ha7a(A \ X)

where we used, in the last inequality, the fact that T¿ maps Lip(a, C) into Lip(a, C)

continuously [14, p. 105]. We are going to prove the inequality

(15) Mx+a(A\X)<C8aMx(A\X).

This, combined with Theorem 1 and (13), will give (i).

We clearly have

M1+Q(A \ X) < Mx+a(A \ X) + Mx+a(A n 3X)

and
M1+a(A \ X) = (Mx+a(A \ X))<*/x+a(Mx+a(A \ X))x'x+a

<8aMx(A\X).

We must now estimate M1+Q(An3X). Let E be the set of points in AndX which

satisfy

(16) limsupM1(A(z,¿)\X)¿-1>C

where C is the constant in condition (hi). Using (16) we can find discs A(zj,8j),

with Zj G E, satisfying E C |J A(zj,8j), A(zj,8j) C A and

(17) Mx(A(Zj, 8j) \ X) > C8j,    for all j.

The covering lemma in [4, p. 122] provides a subsequence (A(zjn,6jn)) with the

following properties:

(a) A(zjn, 26]n) n A(z,m, 2«,-J = 0,m¿n.

(b) 5Za   CD ̂ 7n ̂  2p for each disc D of radius p.

MZn'LïCMidJjA^êj)).
Thus

| l/l + a

(Mx+a(Af)dX))x/x+a < (Mx+a(E))x'x+a < Mx+a l[JA(zj,8J)

<Mx[\jA(zJ,8j)\ <C^63:_ "3n-

J

From the Frostman Lemma [4, 1.5, p. 62] and (17) we get, for each n, a positive

measure pn supported on a compact subset of Ajn \ X, with \\pn\\ > C8jn and

pn(A(z, 8)) < 8, z G C, 8 > 0. Set p = Yn pn. It is sufficient to show that

(18) IIAII* < C
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for some absolute constant C, because then

(M1+«(AnâX))1/i+-<C7^«5J„<C7^||/xn||
n n

= C(p)'(oo)<C1,(A\X),

and hence

Mx+a(A n dX) < CMX(A \ X)x+a < C8aMx(A \ X),

which completes the proof of (15).

To show (18) it is enough to prove, according to (4), that p(D) < lOp for each

disc D of radius p. Fix a such disc D, and consider two cases.

Case 1. There exists n with D n AJn ^ 0 and 8jn > 2p. Then D C 2Ajn, and

so D n Ajm = 0 for m ^ n, by (a). Thus

p(D) = Y.^rn(D)^pn(D)<p.
m

Case 2. For each n, <5Jn < 2p whenever D fl AJn ^ 0. Then AJn c 57D whenever

D n Ajn ¿ 0. Therefore

At(75)= Yl        »n(D)<       E      ̂ (D)
DnAjn¿0 A>nC5D

<      E     Mn(A,J<      E      63n<WP,
AJnC5D AJnc5D

where in the last inequality we applied (b).

7. Examples.
1. Classical Swiss cheese. A Swiss cheese is a compact obtained by deleting from

the closed unit disc a sequence of open nonintersecting discs such that the sum of

their radii is finite. It turns out that if X is a Swiss cheese then VMOa(X) ^ 72, (X).

This follows from the argument in [12, p. 205] for a = 0.

2. We are going to construct a compact X without interior, such that 72(X) ^

C(X) but C(X) C 72,(X). The starting point for our construction is the planar

Cantor set E obtained from the unit square Q = I x 7, I = [0,1], by taking the

"corner quarters." See [6, or 4, p. 87]. This set has the property that i(E) = 0

but MX(E) = m > 0. Given any square S with sides parallel to the coordinate

axis, consider a dilation d and a translation t so that S = (to d)(Q). We will call

(t o d)(E) "the Cantor set constructed inside 5".

Step 1. Subdivide Q in 16 squares of side \. Let Qy, 1 < / < 4, be the four

corner squares, and let Ry be the remaining 12 squares. Define 7Yi = \JjQj ■

Repeat the process with each Qy in place of Q. Let Q1] ' be the 16 corner squares

of side ¿ obtained inside the Qj s and let 72J be the remaining 48 squares lying

inside the Qj s. Set 7Í2 = U, Qj ■ m this way we construct inductively families

of 4-adic squares (Qj )j and (Rj )j, and sets Kn = \JjQj ■ Since E = f)Kn,

^(Kn) —y 0 as n —> 00. Fix -7, 0 < 7 < \, and choose v so that ~l(Ku) < 7. Define
o _

Uf = XfKu, where Ai > 1 is sufficiently close to 1 so that f(U\) < 7.
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Step 2. We repeat the construction of Step 1 inside each Rj , 1 < k < v,

obtaining at the nth step families of squares (Qj )j,k and (72J )j,k, and sets

77n = (J fc Qj '"'. If Ej¿ is the Cantor set constructed inside R-   , then

f|((71U7Yn)=7J1U
n

It is well known (and quite easy to show) that if Kf, 7T2 are compact and 7(^2) = 0,

then 7(iYi U K2) = 7(7^1). Therefore, since ^(Ejtk) = 0 for all j and k,

7|{71u(l JE,,J I =1(Uf),

and thus i(Ui U 7in) —► f(Uf) as n —> 00. Therefore, if v is large enough,

"l(Ui U Hu) < 7. Set U2 = X2HV, where A2 > 1 is sufficiently close to 1 so that

7(r7iur72)<7.
Step 3. We construct inductively a sequence of open sets (Un) such that

(19) 7(^iUT72U---Uf7n)<7,        n = l,2,....

Write X = Q \ (ljr=i ^n)- Let us prove that 72(X) ¿ C(X). Denote by A the
open disc with center \ + i(\) and radius ^. Since A \ X C U^Li Un, l(A \ X) <

l{{Jn°=i Un)- Now, each compact subset of (J^Li Un is contained in a finite union of

?7n's, so that, according to (19), 7(U^Li Un) < 7 and thus 7(A\X) < \. Therefore
72(X) # C(X).

In view of the corollary to Theorem 2, the inclusion C(X) C i2,(X) will follow if

we show that MX(2A\X) > mé/4 for each disc A of radius 8 < 1 with center in Q.

If A is such a disc and n is a nonnegative integer such that 4~(n+1) < 6 < 4_n, then

2A contains a 4-adic square Q* of side length 4~(n+1) contained in Q. According

to the way X has been defined, Q* C\ Xe contains the Cantor set E* constructed

inside Q*. Therefore

M1 (2A \ X) > MX(Q* \ X) > MX(E") = 4-(n+1>m > m<5/4.

3. We construct a family of examples showing that the condition on the inner

boundary in 5.2 is sharp.

Given a nowhere dense compact E withMl(E) > 0 (i.e., E does not have a-finite

length) there exists a compact X such that <9¿X = E and VMOa(X) gt 72, (X).

PROOF. According to Theorem 2, a necessary condition for VMOa(X) C 72,(X)

is that

(20) Ml (A \ X) < CM1 (A \ X)

for all open discs A and for some numerical constant C > 0.

Let A be an open disc containing E and let (An) be a sequence of open discs

with radii rn such that

(i) ~An C A\E, for alln.

(ii) An n Am = 0, whenever n ^ m.

(hi) The accumulation points of |Jn A„ are exactly the points in E.

H £rn < (2C)-xMl(E).
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Define X = Ä \ \Jn An, so that d¿X = E and A \ X = |Jn An. We have

MX(A\X) <E2r« <C~xMl(E) <C-xMl(A\X).

Thus condition (20) is violated and X has the desired properties.

4. We construct now a compact X for which uniform rational approximation

holds but BMO rational approximation does not hold, i.e., for which 72(X) = A(X)

and VMOa(X)£72,(X).
Let E be the planar Cantor set associated to the sequence An = j(l + l/(n + l)),

n = 1,2,_  Recall (see [4, p. 87]) that at the nth step one considers 4™ closed

squares Qnj, 1 < j < 4n of side length on = XfX2 ■ ■ ■ A„. Then one sets En =

U, Qn,j and E = f)nEn. Because of the particular choice of (A„) we have f(E) — 0

and Ml(E) > 0. Take now open discs rnj with the same center as Qn¿ and radii

rnj, satisfying

(i) Hr",7 < (2C)_1M,1(7î), C being the constant in the previous example.

(ii) Anj does not intersect En+f.

Let A be an open disc containing E, and define X = A \ |J • An¿. We have

VMOa(X) çt 72,(X) because of Example 3. We will choose the An¿ so that in

addition R(X) = A(X).
We claim that to get 72(X) = A(X) is enough that

(21) a(Qnd\X)<Ca(Qnj\X),    for all n and /.

To prove the claim let us show that (21) implies

a(A(a,8)\X) < Ca(A(a,88)\X),        a G E,

for sufficiently small 8 > 0.

Given a G E and 8 > 0 choose n,j and k so that on+f < 8 < an and a G

Qn+l,k C Qn,j-

If 8 is small enough we have A(a, 8) \ X C Qn,j \ X. On the other hand

Qn,j C A(a, 88) because diamQnj = \¡2on < 88.

Therefore

a(A(a, 8)\X)< a(QnJ \ X) < Ca(Qn,j \ X) < Ca(A(a, 88) \ X).

To get (21) we first consider open discs Dnj with the same center as Qn¿ and

radii pnj satisfying (i) and (ii) with rnj replaced by pn¿ and Anj by Dn¿. We

will define inductively the discs Anj so that

"7 \EU\       U      U^rnA        <a(An,y)
y ym>n+l   k J J

for n = 0,1,..., and 1 <j<4n.

We set A0,i = D0,i and proceed to define Aij, 1 < j < 4. If zn¿ is the center

of Qnj then

n f e u I u U£i^ ) = ̂ u {z".> ^ i^>-
£>0  y \n>l   j J J
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Since the set in the right side has zero analytic capacity, we can find e such that

0 < £ < 1 and

W^lUU^        <«(Ao,i).

Set Aij = eDij, 1 < j < 4.
An obvious inductive argument completes now the construction of the sequence

(A„,y).
Appealing to Melnikov's estimate [3, p. 234] we get

a(Qn,j \ X) < C(a(QnJ \ (X U ~KnJ)) + a(AnJ))

<cLIeu\    [J    [jAm,fc ll+aiA^-)
V      V \^m>n+l   k J J

<Ca(AnJ)<Ca(Qnj\X)

which is (21).
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